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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the social meaning of clothing-based
displays of biosignals. How do friends make sense of their
own and each other’s skin conductance display in the
context of a conversation? We developed Hint, a dynamic
thermochromic t-shirt with ambiguous patterns that change
color when its wearer’s skin conductance increases, an
indication of sudden arousal. We investigated how pairs of
friends, each wearing the shirt, conversed and interpreted
the display. Participants shared a broad range of
interpretations, and emotions such as joy and
embarrassment were associated with an increase in skin
conductance. Additionally, participants expressed desires
for their skin conductance displays to help validate their
feelings and show emotional engagement with others. We
explore ambiguity in the context of clothing-based
information displays and discuss how skin conductance
display became part of social performance in our study.
From there, we suggest framing biosignals as social cues
along with facial expression, gestures, etc., and begin to
question what design territories this might uncover.
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Clothing-based display; dynamic textiles; skin conductance;
ambiguity; biosensing; affect-as-interaction.
ACM Classification Keywords
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INTRODUCTION

Biosensing is on the rise in daily life. The Feel wristband
monitors skin conductance, pulse, and temperature to track
mood and give wellness advice [27]. Jawbone UP3 and
Microsoft Band also monitor skin conductance for fitness
and wellbeing [28,29]. Much research uses biosignals to
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“detect” emotions, thereby providing unambiguous
interpretations of emotional state, [e.g., 12,16,19]. Recent
work has challenged this approach of detecting and
algorithmically categorizing emotions and proposed an
alternative approach, affect-as-interaction [4], which treats
emotion as contextually situated and arising from
interpersonal interaction [4,14,15]. This project explores
affect-as-interaction in the context of clothing,
investigating how clothing-based displays of biosignals
function in personal relationships.
Our goal in this project is to explore how ambiguous
biosensing displays could provoke multiple interpretations.
We chose to work with skin conductance because it is
inherently ambiguous and open to multiple interpretations.
By creating clothing that unobtrusively responds to skin
conductance, we explored human interpretations of affect in
the context of social interaction. Specifically, we
investigated 1) What kinds of interpretations do people
form about their skin conductance display in the context of
a conversation with a friend? and 2) What roles do people
desire, expect, or try to make skin conductance perform
within their social interactions?
This work contributes a design exploration that leverages
ambiguity to support multiple interpretations [10,20] and
engages the lens of affect-as-interaction. Additionally,
based on our analysis of participants’ interactions around
the system, we suggest framing biosignals as social cues,
and begin to question the design implications of this.
BACKGROUND
Interpretive Approaches to Biosignals

Some biosignals research aims to “detect” emotion, but this
approach has recently been critiqued [3,4,9,14,15]. As
Boehner et al. [4] discuss, affective systems often model
affect-as-information, assuming that discrete emotional
states exist on an individual level and may be transmitted
unchanged between computing systems or other humans.
They propose an alternative model of affect-as-interaction,
whereby emotions are worked out through interactions with
others. This model situates affect in the context of
interaction rather than symbolic representation.
Design research efforts have been made to situate biosignal
displays in the context of human interaction. For example,
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Leahu et al. exp
plore a perform
mative account of emotion wiith
a larvae-like creature,
c
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d Freaky, whiich “freaks ou
ut”
w
when it detectss fear in its weearer, thereby creating
c
a shared
hhuman-machine performance of fear [15]. As anoth
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hner et al. contrast
c
sendin
ng a particullar
ccategorized em
motion along with
w
an instan
nt message wiith
ssending more contextual
c
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m
message compo
oser; the latterr affords workiing out emotions
thhroughout thee course of th
he interaction [4]. Our wo
ork
eengages affect--as-interaction in its design and
a analysis an
nd
ccontributes furrther explorattion into desiigning affectiv
ve
ssystems through this lens.
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man
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d this work by
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cclothing-based display of skin
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conductan
nce informatio
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within close personal relatio
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obe more deep
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innto the roles of ambiguity in clothing-baased informatio
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ddisplays and off skin conductaance in social in
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DESIGNING “H
HINT”

H
Hint is a dy
ynamic t-shirtt. When the wearer’s sk
kin
cconductance in
ncreases, an indication
i
of sudden arousaal,
ssmall white pattterns slowly appear
a
[Figure 1]. We designed
H
Hint to look liike an everyday t-shirt becaause we wanted
pparticipants to imagine this technology
t
as something they
m
might encounteer in everyday life. So, we au
ugmented t-shirrts
inn neutral colo
ors, used therm
mochromic pig
gments for theeir
ssubtle changees, used screenprinting to apply th
he
thhermochromicc pigments (as it
i is a common
n technique forr tsshirts), and creeated two stylees to allow paairs of friends to
nnot match each
h other during our
o study. Locating the display
oon the shirt’s front
f
made it easily
e
visible to
o others, to heelp
pprobe social in
nterpretation. Finally,
F
the am
mbiguity of wh
hat
thhe display chaange means heelps our design
n engage affecctaas-interaction: Rather than atttempting to deetect emotions in
thhe wearer, ou
ur t-shirt design merely su
uggests potentiial
m
moments of em
motional changee as indicated by
b an increase in
sskin conductan
nce, inviting participants
p
to work out theeir
ffeelings togetheer throughout their
t
conversattion.
S
Several layers comprise the dynamic
d
garm
ment. By alignin
ng
tw
wo layers of sccreenprint, thee top thermochrromic gray lay
yer
((made of Turn
nThermo therrmochromic pigment, Golden
ssilkscreen med
dium, and Utreetch acrylic gel medium in a
rratio of 2:3:3 reespectively) caan fade to transsparent to reveeal
thhe white non--thermochromiic screenprint design beneatth.

Figure 11: Shirts displayy small white sh
hapes in respon
nse to sudden
in
ncreases in skin
n conductance. L
Layers for one sshape:
a) th
hermochromic gray screenprin
nt, b) white screeenprint,
c) origginal t-shirt, d) adhesive, e) con
nductive thread
d sewn into
fabric. Passive: Some w
white shapes (laayer b) are hidd
den beneath
gray (laayer a). Active: Supplying pow
wer to the condu
uctive creates
heat, turning ((a) transparent,, thus revealingg (b).

This hhas the visuaal effect of a white patteern slowly
emergiing on the grayy t-shirt. Conduuctive thread (eelectrically
insulatted, from [18]) is sewn intoo a separate fa
fabric layer
inside the shirt annd adhered with two-sideed fusible
interfaccing. Supplyinng power (5V
V, LiPo batteryy, Adafruit
Powerbboost Charger//Booster) to thee conductive thhread heats
the fabbric to about 886°F, activatinng the color chhange. The
displayy takes 2-3 m
minutes with ppower to clearrly change
from ggray to white. It may stay w
white for up to 5 minutes,
dependding on ambiient temperatuure, before reeturning to
gray. P
Participants w
wore a Bitalinoo [22] skin coonductance
sensor on the back off their shouldeer, which is less obtrusive
than thhe more commoon locations off the wrist or ffingers, and
shown to be similarlly responsive bby [8]. Using a low pass
filter rroughly similaar to [19], ann Arduino scrript detects
suddenn increases inn skin conduuctance and ppowers the
threadss accordingly.
STUDY
Y

To studdy how peoplee make sense of their own andd another’s
skin coonductance dissplay in a social context, we recruited
pairs oof friends to w
wear Hint and hhave a converrsation. For
this ear
arly stage studyy, we cast a wiide net for poteential areas
of furthher investigatiion. To probe emotional inteerpretations
of the display, we w
wanted to fosteer emotional vvariation in
particippants’ interacctions, so wee adapted coonversation
promptts from a psyychology studdy related to increasing
interpeersonal closeneess [1]. These included quesstions such
as, “W
When did you laast sing to yourrself? To someeone else?”
To proobe the sociall meaning of the public displays, we
conduccted the study in a semi-publlic workspace familiar to
particippants, which was occupied by other ccommunity
membeers. Lastly, too explore diffeerences in novvice versus
expert interpretationns, we recruuited both pparticipants

Figure 2: Paiirs of friends co
onversing and observing
o
Hint.

uunfamiliar with
h skin conductaance and thosee whose researcch
innvolves skin conductance
c
orr other biosign
nals. To addreess
aall these aspeccts is beyond the
t scope of this
t
short papeer;
hhere we focus on
o emotional in
nterpretations.
IIn the study, the
t researcherr first demonsstrated the collor
cchange of a t-shirt and briefly explaained that sk
kin
cconductance is associated witth excitement of
o various kind
ds,
ssuch as feeling stressed or haappily excited. Each participaant
cchose a shirt an
nd put it on alo
ong with the seensor. They weere
pprovided with tea, cookies, and
a conversatio
on prompts, an
nd
innstructed to fiill out a short questionnairee each time they
oobserved a dissplay change. The research
her then stepped
aaside and the paarticipants werre asked to hav
ve a conversatio
on
oon their own
n using the prompts
p
for 30-45 minutees.
A
Afterward, the participants were
w interviewed as a pair abo
out
thheir experiencees and interpreetations with th
he system.
F
Five pairs of friends
f
particip
pated for a tottal of ten peop
ple
((ages 23-34, 4 women, 6 men). All were platonic frien
nds
eexcept for one couple who brrought their bab
by. Two pairs (4
ppeople) did biosignals
b
ressearch, while the rest weere
uunfamiliar with
h skin conductaance. Participaants’ interactions
w
with each otheer and the systtem were videeo recorded. We
W
aanalyzed theirr interactions using a grrounded theo
ory
aapproach [5] an
nd organized our
o observation
ns into emergeent
thhemes. We reffer to participan
nts by pseudon
nyms.
F
FINDINGS
S
Socially Situatted Interpretattion & Reflectiion

P
Participants associated their shirts’ display
y change with
h a
w
wide range off emotions situ
uated in the context of theeir
cconversation, such
s
as embarrrassment, fear,, joy, or passio
on
w
when arguing a point. For ex
xample, Lily raailed against th
he
cconcept of a mind/body
m
duaality with her friend Alfonsso.
W
When he noted that her t-sh
hirt had chang
ged colors, Liily
ssuggested that it was due to the intellectuaal passion of her
h
aargument. Lateer, she and Alfonso
A
were laughing abo
out
m
memes, and Alfonso attributted the changee in both their tsshirts at that po
oint to the “purre joy” they weere experiencin
ng
toogether. Particcipants’ interpretations, whicch went beyon
nd
thhose mention
ned by researrchers when introducing th
he
ssystem, suggesst a broader research agen
nda around sk
kin
cconductance. Prior work focu
uses on detectin
ng stress [12,19
9],
bbut as biosensiing moves into
o the varied contexts
c
of daiily
liife it is importtant to study otther possible meanings
m
of sk
kin
cconductance su
uch as joy or paassion.
S
Sometimes, thee ambiguous meaning of a display chang
ge
w
was valued ass a prompt fo
or open-ended
d reflection. For
F
eexample, when
n Lily pointed
d out that Alfo
onso’s shirt had

changeed while he w
was talking aabout his interrnship last
summeer, Alfonso saiid it made him
m reconsider hhis feelings
about hhis experience there. Ryan deescribed the syystem as “a
canvass onto which I could paint myy own imaginaation about
what w
was happening,,” and said he enjoyed refleccting on his
feelinggs throughout tthe conversatioon. Designing aan outward
facing display, eengaging afffect-as-interacttion, and
leveragging ambiguitty helped uss go beyond detecting
specifiic emotions tow
ward supportinng participants’ reflection
and muultiple interpreetations.
Particippants often poointed out wheen their friend’’s shirt had
changeed, in part beccause many reeported that itt felt more
naturall to monitor theeir friend’s shiirt than to glannce down at
their o wn. The displaay was locatedd on the upper chest near
the colllarbones. In thhe context of tthis study, this placement
seems to have encouuraged particippants to talk aabout their
displayys. In the futurre designing forr daily life, thee location’s
potentiial to detract frrom eye contacct should be coonsidered.
Showi ng Emotional Engagement with Others

Mary, Hubert, and E
Eva seemed to want the display to help
them show emotioonal engagemeent with othhers. Mary
discusssed her desire to be an active listener withh her friend
Sameeeha, and expreessed concern that her displaay showed
her anxxiety instead oof engagement with her friennd’s stories.
Mary’ss display remaiined white (inddicating consisstently high
arousall) throughout ttheir conversattion. In explainning this to
the ressearcher, Maryy said, “I wasnn’t in a state to have a lot
of emootional variatioon,” due to herr anxiety aboutt the end of
the acaademic term. M
Mary said, “I’m
m worried Sam
meeha will
think I don’t care aboout her stories,, which I do, buut, because
I havee this baseline anxiety…It’s not that I doon’t have a
changee in emotion to some exteent, it’s just thhat there’s
somethhing else that’ss also there.” M
Mary was conccerned that
her lim
mited emotionnal engagemennt, due to heer anxiety,
might bbe perceived aas a lack of caree.
For Huubert and Evaa, who broughht their baby, tthe system
broughht up what seem
ms to be an onngoing discussiion in their
relationnship about H
Hubert’s perceeived lack off empathy.
Both ddo biosignals research. Hubbert attributed his shirt’s
changee to holding his crying baaby. Later, H
Hubert was
holdingg his baby agaain, and the baaby was cryingg again, but
Hubertt’s shirt was not changing color. Eva jjoked that,
“Yourss are not channging at all. I married an insensitive
guy… You don’t eveen feel empathhy for the little guy who’s
crying..” Later whenn the interview
wer asked whaat they had
been saaying about “eempathy,” Hubbert and Eva’s reflections
becamee more serioous and seem
med to refereence prior
discusssions. Hubertt said, “I'm supposed to have no
empathhy… I'm sure a lot of people perceive me aas kind of a
jerk… maybe I couldd just improvee a bit there… I feel a lot
of emppathy for [babyy and wife].” E
Eva agreed, “T
This is why
[your shirt] turned white when hhe was cryingg [the first
time].”” What was orriginally a jokking associatioon between
the t-shhirt, empathy, and the baby ccrying was lateer seriously
offeredd as an interppretation by E
Eva in order to support

Hubert. In both cases, participants wanted to show
emotional engagement with someone they were close to and
were concerned when the display showed what they
interpreted as something other than engagement.
Validation

Ryan and Mary expressed desires for the system to validate
their feelings. Ryan, who does biosensing research, shared a
story about singing to his ex-girlfriend and his ex-girlfriend
laughing at him in response. He said he felt embarrassed
while telling the story, and experienced tightness in his
chest. He said, “I wasn’t sure my shirt changed then, but I
wanted to believe it was changing because I felt something
strongly… I just wanted some confirmation that what I was
feeling was real.” Whether a display change occurred was
ambiguous to Ryan, but he wanted to use his belief to dispel
that ambiguity in order to feel validated. Mary speculated
that, “As a person with anxiety, sometimes I want people to
know, ‘No, I’m really struggling at the moment,’ and I
think there’s something about [Hint] that feels like a
validation of that, in addition to just my self report of it.” In
both cases, participants described wanting feelings of
validation based on observing a display change.
DISCUSSION
Two Kinds of Ambiguity

Two kinds of ambiguity were present in Hint, ambiguity of
observation and ambiguity of meaning, and these are related
to Gaver et al.’s ambiguity of information [10]. First, many
participants reported feeling unsure about whether they had
observed a display change, in part due to the t-shirt’s subtle
fade from gray to white. We call this ambiguity of
observation, and propose that the slow temporal shift from
one state to another can be one way to “use imprecise
representations to emphasize uncertainty” [10]. Second,
even if a display change were clearly observed, its meaning
was still ambiguous, due to the many kinds of excitement
associated with skin conductance. We call this ambiguity of
meaning. Although ambiguity of information can stem from
the artifact and the way it represents information, ambiguity
in Hint stems from the inherent ambiguity of skin
conductance data and its variable interpretations.

“performance” which is used to influence the “audience” of
those around them. These performances often fulfill
accepted social roles. Goffman provides an example of two
friends at lunch showing mutual interest and respect [11].
When wearing garments with ambiguous displays, the
wearer and the garment are seen and interpreted together by
their audiences [7]. Many participants seemed to want their
skin conductance display to help them perform a social role,
such as showing emotional engagement with others. In a
sense, this biosignal display became part of their social
performance along with social cues such as facial
expression, tone of voice, etc. Whereas affect-asinformation models skin conductance, facial expression,
etc., as “social signals” with clear meanings that transcend
context, for affect-as-interaction, we suggest framing these
displays as “social cues,” whose meaning is situated within
the context of interpersonal interaction. A key difference
between Hint and other social cues is that participants could
not control their skin conductance or its display, at least in
this study. This lack of control both detracted from their
social performance and helped position skin conductance as
something that could validate their feelings because it came
from outside their conscious self-report.
Framing displays of biosignals as a social cue suggests
many design directions. Perhaps designs could support
validation and personal reflection by providing users with
private biosignals displays, or support intended social
performances with user-controlled public biosignal
displays. Biosignals are already mediated by human-made
sensors and algorithms, so users would be one of many
human mediators. Consider the following reflection on an
existing biosensing technology: Technologies such as
Apple Watch allow users to share their heartbeat [30] as a
meaningful signal. Thinking of heartbeat as a social cue,
rather than a signal, lets us consider social contexts in
which users might want to share a modified heartbeat, or
lead to designs that question social performances to create
tension, playfulness, or social critique.
CONCLUSION

Prior work showed how people imagined ambiguity to be
an asset for clothing-based displays in everyday life [7]. In
the context of Hint, ambiguity received mixed responses.
Ambiguity of meaning was seen as helpful in supporting a
broad range of emotional interpretations and prompting
open-ended reflection. On the other hand, some participants
wished to reduce ambiguity of observation in order to feel
validated by the system. Future designs of social biosignals
displays should carefully consider and leverage different
kinds of ambiguity.

We engaged affect-as-interaction [4] to design dynamic
biosensing clothing for everyday contexts. Pairs of friends,
wearing abstract t-shirt displays of their skin conductance,
associated it with a wide variety of emotions, such as joy or
embarrassment. The display’s ambiguity was valued as a
prompt for reflection but also hindered participants’
attempts to feel validated. Participants sought to use their
skin conductance display to help them enact social
performances, such as showing emotional engagement with
others. We suggest framing biosignals displays as social
cues and briefly question design possibilities in which users
can mediate their own biosignals displays.

Biosignals as Social Cues
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